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Abstract—We report a first study of hot-carrier degradation
(HCD) in graphene field-effect transistors (GFETs). Our results
show that HCD in GFETs is recoverable, similarly to the bias-
temperature instability (BTI). Depending on the top gate bias
polarity, the presence of HCD may either accelerate or suppress
BTI. Contrary to BTI, which mainly results in a change of the
charged trap density in the oxide, HCD also leads to a mobility
degradation which strongly correlates with the magnitude of the
applied stress.

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene is a next-generation carbon material which is

characterized by outstanding physical and electrical properties

[1, 2] and has a good compatibility with standard compli-

mentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology [3].

Therefore, it can be considered as a promising material for

advanced electronic devices that could enhance the perfor-

mance or functionality of silicon integrated circuits. Since the

discovery of the field effect in graphene [4], several research

groups have succeeded in fabricating graphene-based FETs

(GFETs) [5–7]. However, only a few attempts have been

made at trying to understand their reliability [8–10]. All these

previous works are devoted to bias-temperature instabilities

(BTI) but no analysis has been attempted with respect to hot-

carrier degradation (HCD), which is another key reliability

issue in Si technologies [11]. We thus perform a detailed study

of HCD in the high-k top gate of double-gated GFETs and

analyze the dependence of the degradation/recovery dynamics

on the magnitude and polarity of the applied stress.

II. DEVICES

Double-gated GFETs with the graphene channel sand-

wiched between Al2O3 (top gate) and SiO2 (back gate) were

fabricated on a thermally oxidized Si substrate using a standard

contact lithography process [3]. Their isometric view and

schematic cross-section are given in Fig. 1. In the spirit of

the standard forming-gas anneal of Si technology [12], the

devices have been treated by baking at T =300◦C in an H2/He

mixture, which allowed us to reach a significant decrease in

variability [13]. As shown in our previous works [10, 13],

our GFETs demonstrate all typical properties known from

literature reports [8].

Fig. 1: a) Schematic layout of the double-gated single-layer GFET and a cross-
section of the channel region (L=4 μm and W =20–80 μm). b) Top view of
the double-gated GFET obtained using scanning-electron microscopy (SEM).
The top gates are made of TiAu and the back gates of Al.

III. EXPERIMENT

Our studies are based on the analysis of the transforma-

tion of the top gate transfer characteristics of GFETs which

are known to be sensitive to the detrimental impact of the

environment [9]. For this reason, all our measurements were

performed in vacuum (10−5 torr). The impact of HCD and bias

stress on the device performance was examined as follows:

after measuring the reference transfer characteristic, a stress

with constant VTG and drain voltage Vd was applied for a

certain time; the back gate bias VBG was set to zero and

Vd was positive all the time (i.e. pHCD). Then the recovery

of the stressed device was monitored for several hours/days

after which a new stress with either a larger stress time ts
or Vd was applied. Similarly to our previous work [13], VTG -

VD(ts)≈ const with VD being the Dirac voltage was maintained

in order to approximately keep the oxide field constant during

all stress rounds.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In Fig. 2 the resulting time evolution of the top gate transfer

characteristics after HCD stress with the same Vd =5V and

different VTG -VD is depicted. Clearly, even in the case of rather

small negative VTG -VD (i.e. NBTI-HCD) the Dirac voltage is
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Fig. 2: Time evolution of the top gate transfer characteristics measured at 20mV drain bias after NBTI-HCD (a), pure HCD (b) and PBTI-HCD (c). Clearly,
the HCD component having NBTI-like nature leads to a significant acceleration of NBTI degradation even if the applied negative VTG -VD is rather small. At
the same time, the PBTI degradation caused by positive VTG -VD of the same absolute magnitude is almost completely compensated by the HCD component.

Fig. 3: a) Band diagram of the top gate cross-section of a GFET and a schematic evolution of the transfer characteristic in the case of VTG -VD<0 (NBTI-like
stress). The holes are trapped by the oxide traps. Thus the density of positive trap charge NT at the oxide/graphene interface increases and the Dirac voltage
determined by -qNT/Cox is shifted towards more negative values (NBTI). The HCD component increases the density of holes near the drain, which leads to
the creation of additional positively charged defects at the drain side of the channel (NBTI-HCD). Therefore, NT further increases, i.e. NBTI is accelerated
by HCD. In addition, other defects in graphene and gate oxides become charged and thus the carrier mobility and residual density change. This is reflected in
a transformation of the shape and vertical drift of the transfer characteristics. b) Similar plots for VTG -VD>0 (PBTI-like stress). The electrons are transferred
from graphene to the oxide and become trapped. Thus NT decreases and the Dirac point is shifted towards more positive values (PBTI). The HCD component
decreases the electron concentration near the drain and introduces extra holes. Therefore, creation of positively charged defects at the drain side of the channel
becomes favourable. These positive defects partially compensate the negative charge introduced by PBTI and are situated mostly at the source side of the
channel, making the VD shift less pronounced (PBTI-HCD). At the same time, the shape of the characteristics is modified thus reflecting a mobility change.

significantly shifted towards more negative values and some

vertical drift ΔID is observed (Fig. 2a). With the bias stress

VTG -VD set to zero (Fig. 2b), the pure HCD component still

shifts the Dirac point in an NBTI-like manner. Interestingly,

in both cases the HCD degradation is recoverable, contrary

to Si technologies. At the same time, a small positive VTG -

VD (i.e. PBTI-HCD) accompained by the HCD component

has only a negligible impact on the transfer characteristics

(Fig. 2c). Thus one can conclude that in our GFETs NBTI

degradation is accelerated and PBTI is suppressed by the HCD

component with positive drain bias. This behaviour can be

understood based on the band diagrams given in Fig. 3. If a

negative VTG -VD is applied (Fig. 3a), the holes are transferred

from graphene and trapped by the oxide traps. As a result

a density of positively charged states at the graphene/Al2O3

interface NT increases which leads to an NBTI-like shift of

the Dirac point. Thus an acceleration of NBTI degradation by

the HCD component means that the latter creates additional

positively charged defects closely to the drain and increases

NT. In the case of positive VTG -VD (Fig. 3b) the electrons

from the graphene channel are trapped by oxide traps and thus

NT decreases which is associated with PBTI-like degradation.

However, if a PBTI stress is applied in conjuction with HCD,

the negatively charged defects situated mostly at the source

side of the channel are partially compensated by the positively

charged defects created by the HCD component closely to

the drain. Therefore, the net decrease in NT becomes smaller

and PBTI is suppressed by the HCD component. Finally,

we can conclude that while pure BTI results in a uniform

distribution of the charges along the channel, the presence of

HCD introduces a significant non-uniformity.

In Fig. 4 the results for NBTI-HCD with a large bias

component VTG -VD =-6V are shown. Contrary to Fig. 2a, the

NBTI-like Dirac point shift ΔVD increases versus the stress

time only up to ts =100s while the subsequent stress rounds

with longer ts lead to a decrease in ΔVD. For example, the

ΔVD recovery trace corresponding to ts =10000s lies even

below the one for ts =1s (Fig. 4b). This indicates that all

the defects are positively charged after ts =100s, and the next

stress cycles lead to disappearing of some defects, similarly

to Si technologies [14, 15]. This situation can be depicted

in terms of the charged trap density shift ΔNT =CoxΔVD/q

which decreases at larger ts (Fig. 4c). Interestingly, the longest

stresses modify the characteristics more significantly which

hints at mobility degradation. Also, it is obvious that in-

dependently of ts the recovery traces (Fig. 4b) have some

kinks associated with a fast trap component, similarly to pure

NBTI in GFETs [13]. In Fig. 5 we reproduce the results

for PBTI-HCD with VTG -VD =4V and Vd =5V. One can see

that PBTI-like degradation is observed for all ts and that
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Fig. 4: a) Time evolution of the top gate transfer characteristics after NBTI-HCD stress with VTG−VD =-6V and Vd =5V. b) The corresponding recovery
traces demonstrate that a significant increase of the Dirac voltage shift versus stress time takes place only up to ts =10s. The trace for ts =100s is only slightly
above the one for ts =10s which indicates that all the defects are positively charged and thus a further increase of NT is not possible. Subsequent stress cycles
with larger ts lead to a decrease in the Dirac voltage shift possibly, because defects disappear, similarly to Si technologies [14, 15]. c) This behaviour can be
depicted in terms of the charged trap density shift ΔNT =CoxΔVD/q which can be calculated at different recovery stages.

( )a ( )b (с) ( )d

Fig. 5: a) Time evolution of the top gate transfer characteristics after PBTI-HCD stress with VTG−VD =4V and Vd =5V. b) The corresponding ΔVD recovery
traces demonstrate that the magnitude of PBTI-like degradation increases versus ts, which means that a strong PBTI contribution dominates over the HC
impact. The recovery traces contain both strongly recoverable (c) and weakly recoverable (d) components which can be represented in terms of a charged
trap density shift. The strongly recoverable component is associated with a relaxation of negatively charged defects introduced by the PBTI contribution.
Therefore, it becomes more pronounced for larger ts , similarly to the case of a pure PBTI (cf. [13]). The presence of a weakly recoverable component leads to
an incomplete recovery which is also due to the presence of negative charge introduced by the bias contribution. However, for larger ts the weakly recoverable
component tends to saturate, since the amount of positively charged defects created by the HC contribution becomes enough for partial compensation of
negative charge introduced by the bias contribution. Therefore, some saturation in the recovery traces (b) is pronounced for larger ts .

( )a ( )b (с) ( )d

Fig. 6: a) Time evolution of the top gate transfer characteristics after PBTI-HCD stress with VTG−VD =2.5V and Vd =5V. b) The corresponding ΔVD recovery
traces demonstrate that the magnitude of PBTI-like degradation tends to decrease starting from ts =100s. At the same time, for larger ts a recovery beyond
the initial VD (i.e. over-recovery) is observed. Although the strongly recoverable component (c) is completely associated with a relaxation of negative charge
introduced by the bias contribution, at larger ts it is suppressed by the HC contribution. However, the main impact of the HC contribution is associated with
the weakly recoverable component (d). Contrary to Fig. 5, for larger ts negative charge introduced by PBTI is completely compensated by positively charged
defects associated with the dominant HC contribution. The presence of this extra positive charge explains the observed over-recovery.

the corresponding ΔVD recovery traces contain both strongly

and weakly recoverable components. The strongly recoverable

component reflects a relaxation of negative charge introduced

by PBTI. Since the PBTI contribution dominates over the

HC one, the weakly recoverable component is also associated

with negatively charged defects which leads to an incomplete

recovery. However, for the largest ts the HC contribution,

which introduces positively charged defects, is strong enough

to partially compensate the negative charge. Therefore, some

signs of saturation are visible on the recovery traces for larger

ts. In Fig. 6 the related results for PBTI-HCD with smaller

VTG -VD =2.5V are provided. Contrary to the previous case, the

magnitude of the PBTI-like Dirac point shift decreases starting

from ts =100s and becomes insignificant after the stress with

ts =1000s. In addition, after the two longest stresses recovery

proceeds towards left from the initial VD, i.e. over-recovery is

observed. Although the strongly recoverable component is still

associated with a recovery of negatively charged defects, the

contribution of PBTI to the weakly recoverable component

is significantly smaller compared to Fig. 5. Therefore, the

stress with larger ts leads to a complete compensation of

weakly recoverable negative charge and introduces some extra

positively charged defects which are associated with the HC

contribution. The presence of these defects is the origin of
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Fig. 7: a) Time evolution of the top gate transfer characteristics after PBTI-HCD stress with constant ts =1000s and variable Vd. b) The corresponding
recovery traces contain both strongly recoverable (c) and weakly recoverable (d) components. The two stresses with smaller Vd lead to a recoverable PBTI-like
degradation. Since the HC contribution in that case is small, a weakly recoverable negative charge introduced by the PBTI contribution dominates. Therefore,
an incomplete recovery is observed. The stress with Vd =6V is already strong enough to compensate the bias contribution and to reduce a PBTI-like shift.
However, the Dirac point still recovers in a PBTI-like manner, which is associated with a relaxation of strongly recoverable negative charge introduced by
the PBTI contribution. The recovery beyond the initial VD (cf. Fig. 6) hints at an extra weakly recoverable positive charge which is introduced by the HC
contribution. The two stresses with larger Vd lead to a purely NBTI-like degradation. The initial Dirac point shift is mainly contributed by the positively
charged defects which are introduced by the HC contribution. Interestingly, some of them contribute the strongly recoverable component by introducing an
NBTI-like fast trap response, while the others are weakly recoverable. Despite the dominant HC contribution, a PBTI-like slow trap response is also present
in the recovery traces. This is associated with a relaxation of negatively charged defects induced by PBTI.
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Fig. 8: a) Top gate transfer characteristics measured after subsequent NBTI-HCD stresses with different Vd. Acceleration of NBTI degradation by the HCD
component leads to a charging of all defects after a stress with Vd =6V. The subsequent stress cycles with larger Vd make some defects disappear (b) and
result in an increase of the vertical drift ΔID (left inset). c) The mobility can be estimated using the transconductance Gm obtained as a slope of the linear
parts of the Id-VTG curves (right inset). Both electron and hole mobility decrease after the stresses with a larger Vd (dashed lines are the mobilities of the
unstressed device). However, the relative decrease in the electron mobility is more significant. This is because both HC and bias components of the applied
stress introduce positively charged defects. Therefore, the electrons experience attractive scattering which is stronger than the repulsive scattering experienced
by holes [16]. Despite the overal fraction of positively charged defects significantly decreases after the strongest stresses, a decrease in mobility allows to
conclude that the defects situated more closely to the channel, which dominantly contribute to the mobility, remain stable. Moreover, a symmetric behaviour
of mobilities hints at some contribution of neutral defects [16, 17] which can either be introduced by the stress or substitute disappearing positive charges.

the observed over-recovery. Interestingly, the difference in the

magnitudes of the PBTI contributions in the two considered

cases mainly impacts the weakly recoverable component,

while the strongly recoverable component remain comparable.

In order to investigate the interplay between the defects of

different signs in more detail, we apply subsequent stresses

with a rather large PBTI contribution (VTG -VD =6V) and

different Vd for ts =1000s. The degradation/recovery dynamics

are analyzed in Fig. 7. Clearly, the two stresses with smaller

Vd lead to a PBTI-like degradation with incomplete recovery.

This hints at domination of PBTI which introduces negatively

charged defects and contributes both strongly and weakly

recoverable components. After the stress with Vd =6V the

PBTI-like shift of the Dirac point is not significant and

some over-recovery is observed (cf. Fig. 6). This means that

the strongly recoverable component is contributed by PBTI

while the weakly recoverable component is associated with an

extra positive charge introduced by the HC contribution. The

stresses with the two largest Vd lead to a completely NBTI-

like degradation. In that case the HC contribution creates both

strongly and weakly recoverable positive charges. The former

introduces an NBTI-like fast trap response which is similar to

the one observed for pure NBTI [13] while the latter leads to

an NBTI-like nature of the weakly recoverable component. At

the same time, the bias contribution associated with PBTI-like

relaxation of negatively charged defects is present after the fast

trap has completely recovered (i.e. slow trap). Interestingly, the

stress with Vd =8V causes a more significant NBTI-like ΔVD

than the one with Vd =10V, likely due to disappearing defects

(cf. Fig. 4).

In Fig. 8 the transformation of the top gate transfer char-

acteristics after the subsequent NBTI-HCD stresses with in-

creasing Vd is studied. After the stress with larger Vd the

defects disappear, which is followed by a strong increase of the

vertical drift ΔID and a change in the characteristics shape. The

latter is associated with a degradation of mobility which can

be estimated from the transcondactance Gm measured in the

linear regions [18] (Fig. 8c). One can see that the stresses with

smaller Vd does not significantly change the mobility which

means that the created positively charged defects are situated at

a considerable distance from the graphene channel. Although

at larger Vd the overal concentration shift tends to decrease,

both electron and hole mobility start to decrease significantly.

Therefore, we can conclude that the defects situated closely
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Fig. 9: a) Top gate transfer characteristics measured after subsequent PBTI-HCD stresses with different Vd. The PBTI-like degradation is pronounced only up
to Vd =5V. At larger Vd it is compensated by the strong HC contribution and then an NBTI-like degradation is observed. After all the defects have become
charged, they tend to disappear (cf. Figs.4,7,8). b) All these features can be nicely depicted in terms of ΔNT. c) The degradation of hole mobility is stronger
after the stresses with smaller Vd, which is due to attractive scattering on negatively charged defects introduced by the PBTI contribution. However, during
the transition from PBTI- to NBTI-like degradation the electron mobility considerably increases with respect to its initial value; the electron/hole mobility
ratio also has a maximum (inset). This is because the charge compensation following this transition is accompained by screening effects [17] which make the
potential field of some defects weaker. A considerable degradation of mobility starts only after the transition to an NBTI-like behavior. The presence of an
extra positive charge introduced by the HC contribution makes a relative decrease in the electron mobility stronger, in agreement with [16].

to the channel are more stable and that their fraction still

increases. At the same time, a relative decrease of electron

mobility is stronger than for the hole mobility, which is

because all the defects involved in scattering processes are

positively charged. That is why the scattering of electrons is

of attractive nature while the scattering of holes is repulsive.

According to the attractive/repulsive scattering asymmetry

reported in [16], the former is known to be stronger. However,

some symmetry in the behaviour of electron and hole mobility

hints at scattering on neutral defects which may also contribute

the mobility [16, 17].

The related results for PBTI-HCD are provided in Fig. 9.

After stress with smaller Vd the Dirac point is shifted in a

PBTI-like manner due to trapping of electrons in the top

gate oxide; the absolute value of negative ΔNT increases

(Fig. 9b). At moderate Vd ΔNT changes sign which reflects

the compensation of the PBTI component by HCD and a

transition to NBTI-like behaviour. Further increase of Vd leads

to an increase in positive ΔNT. Once all the defects have

become positively charged, ΔNT tends to decrease. As in the

previous case, the mobility degradation is consistent with an

attractive/repulsive scattering asymmetry [16]. At smaller Vd

the degradation of the hole mobility is stronger due to the

presence of negatively charged defects, while at larger Vd

additional positively charged defects lead to a more significant

degradation of the electron mobility. However, charge com-

pensation at moderate Vd leads to a significant increase of the

electron mobility beyond its initial value. This is because the

interplay between the defects of different signs is accompained

by screening effects [17] which may reduce the potential field

of some defects.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A first experimental observation of HCD in GFETs is

reported. The impact of HCD consists in a shift of the

Dirac point and a mobility change which are correlated and

can be understood based on the previously reported attrac-

tive/repulsive scattering asymmetry. In contrast to Si technolo-

gies, HCD in GFETs is recoverable. At the same time, the

dynamics of HCD and its recovery in GFETs strongly correlate

with the top gate bias magnitude and polarity. Interestingly,

the HC contribution can either accelerate or suppress the

degradation.
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